
ANCIENT HISTORY
The village of Biot was built on top of the rocky spur where you pre-
sently stand. It has always been a pleasant and protected place to live. 
The many traces left around the village testify of an occupation since 
Prehistoric time. It followed a long time during which Celt-Ligurians 
(Oxybians and Deceates) tribes inhabited the region. These tribes were 
in conflict with the Greek-founded town of Antipolis (now Antibes) 
that cried for help from 1Rome. The Ligurians were defeated in 154 
BC by the Romans who then settled gradually on the present site of 
the old village. They occupied this site for five centuries, leaving monu-
ments and inscriptions still visible today.

DISCOVER THE HERITAGE of biot

THE MAJOR HISTORIC PERIODS

MEDIEVAL TIMES
Little is known on the period between the end of the Roman empire and 
the beginning of the Middle Ages. In 1209, the Count of Provence who 
owned the rights on the Biot territory donated it to the Knights Tem-
pliers (Templars) «for his soul and his parents’ soul salvation». At that 
time, the village consisted of the Place aux Arcades (Arcaded Square), 
the church Sainte Marie Madeleine (St. Marie-Magdalene) and a few 
houses. The Knight Templars obtained the lands surrounding the vil-
lage from donations and thus unified the Biot territory. Following the 
eradication of the Knights Templars, the Biot territory was entrusted 
to both the Hospitaliers de St. Jean de Jerusalem (Hospitalers of St. 
John of Jerusalem; who became the Malta Knights in 1530) and to the 
Bishop of Grasse. This situation lasted until the French Revolution.

THE END OF A PEACEFUL TIME AND THE REPOPULA-
TION PROCESS
The villagers lived in peace and life became organised until the Succes-
sion War of the Queen Jeanne of Provence (Joan of Provence), gangs 
of looters and the black plague decimated the village. Left abandoned, 
Biot and its church were devastated in 1387 and the village became 
the den of bandits. This situation ended in 1470, when King René 
invited about fifty families from the Oneglia Valley (an area located in 
Italy between Genoa and Ventimiglia) to come and settle in favourable 
conditions. Life started again and Biot became a prosperous place.

LIFE FROM THE 16TH TO THE 19TH CENTURY AND THE 
INCREDIBLE BOOST OF THE POTTERY INDUSTRY
The village perimeter extended and, during the 16th and 17th cen-
turies, crops and pottery making enriched the villagers. In 1707 and 
1746, two invasions partially destroyed the village and crops were de-
vastated. From the 16th century, the jar industry developed to trans-
form Biot into an important centre of pottery production. Neverthe-
less, in the 19th century, pottery-related activities and the extraction 
and carving of kiln stones decreased.

THE 20TH CENTURY AND THE PRESENT DAY TIME
In the early 20th century, the decline of pottery industry intensified. 
Biot focused on agriculture; vine growing and horticulture were deve-
loped, which declined in the 1960’s as well. Meanwhile, the arts and 
craft industry blossomed. Fernand Léger, Raymond Peynet, and many 

other artists settled in Biot making it famous. In 1956, Eloi Monod 
founded the Verrerie de Biot (Biot glass-factory) and its reputed verre 
bullé (bubbled-glass). Biot was becoming a renowned centre for arts 
and crafts. In 1970, a new activity was to arise: the technology park 
Sophia Antipolis, first European science park mainly lying on the Biot 
area. Based in Biot are the National Institute for Agronomic Research 
(INRA), the National Institute for Data Processing and Automation 
Research (INRIA), the National Scientific Research Centre (CNRS), 
and the Nice Sophia Antipolis University (now Université Côte 
d’Azur). All of these  Institutes are side by side with companies invol-
ved in advanced technology like Toyota Europe Design and Amadeus. 
When Biot developed, small village suburbs appeared.
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DIRECTIONS TO BIOT
By car from the toll road A8
- Coming from Cannes, take the exit Antibes Est n. 
44.
- Coming from Nice, take the exit Villeneuve-Loubet 
n. 46 and follow the signs until Biot.
Free parking places are available.
By train : stop in Biot and then bus n. 10 up to the 
centre of the village.
The Nice-Côte d’Azur airport is at 15 minutes by car 
and reachable by the bus n. 200 and the shuttle n. 
250.

TOURIST OFFICE HOURS
- Monday-Friday: 9:30-12:30 am /1.30 -5 pm
- Saturday, Sunday and holidays : 11am - 5 pm
- Closed on May 1st, December 25th, January 1st and 
Sundays except during school holidays.



developed to capture, recover and store it. The inhabitants organised 
the construction of canal systems (béals) from streams or springs, to 
supply voluminous cisterns generally dug in the rock. Thus, water from 
the source of Saint Julien, located far north of the village, was brought 
by lead pipes to a large cistern, visible in the North vine, intended 
to feed a fountain. On the other hand, much more elaborate systems 
have been installed to meet the needs of the population, including drai-
ning galleries, large underground pipes cut into the rock. Their vaulted 
shape concentrates by capillary action the rainwater infiltrated through 
the rock and transports it to tanks.

ANCIENT POTTERY: BIOT, HOMELAND OF THE JAR
Thanks to a very high quality of clay soil, Biot became known for 

having a real pottery industry, which rose to fame since the 16th centu-
ry. The rise of production in Biot jars is linked to the enormous expan-
sion of olive cultivation and oil in the area. The jars were also used to 
store and transport flour, dried fruits and other foods. The ancient jars 
were stamped on the neck with several marks, often the Maltese cross 
(which appears on the Biot coat of arms) or a lily flour, in combination 
with other symbols representing the potter’s signature. Biot reached its 
peak of pottery production in the 18th century, with more than 40 
potteries employing almost 200 worker. Unfortunately, the production 
of jars declined at the end of the 19th century with the arrival of metal 
containers.

CHEMIN DE RONDE
Walking back up to the rue des Tines, admire on your left a semicir-

cular balcony and, walking to your right, the picturesque corner of Rondon 
with a curious half-arch staircase leading to the first floor. Now continue 
up the rue des Tines.

VIEW OF THE « VIGNASSES »
Turn right towards Place Marius Auzias, (scientist from Biot). 

From this place, one enjoys a view of the Vignasses (vineyards), hill of 
volcanic origin and of the hill of Aspres (hard rocks) with its terraced 
grounds.

MALTESE CROSS
Continuing your way to the balcony overhanging the street (pa-

noramic platform), you will find a sculpted stone bearing the date 
1664, the eight-pointed Maltese Cross, the silhouette of a knight, and 
a heart with the IHS acronym of «Iesus Hominum Salvator» (Jesus Sa-
viour of Men).

TRACES OF HISTORY AND THE SOLAR DIAL
In front of the panoramic platform, on the façade of the rue des 

Tines at the level of the second floor, a sculpted stone bears the same 
IHS initials. You are just facing a solar dial surmounted by a Provençal 

RUE SAINT SEBASTIEN
This street became the main commercial axis of the centre with 

restaurants, art and decoration galleries, and art workshops. The heart 
of the village begins at the end of the street St. Sébastien just after the 
Musée d’Histoire et de Céramique of Biot (Museum of History and 
Ceramics of Biot).

MUSÉE D’HISTOIRE ET DE CÉRAMIQUE BIOTOISES
This museum, installed in the ancient chapel of the Penitents 

Blancs (White Penitents) of the 16th century, is devoted to the memo-
ry of Biot, its pottery, its jars and the passage of the Templars in Biot. A 
traditional kitchen of the 19th century is also reconstructed.

The Jar of Biot
Since Antiquity, Biot has always built pottery. Biot specialised in the 
making of big storage containers for alimentary use like the jars. Since 
the 16th century, thousands of jars were produced to be exported from 
the port of Antibes to all the Mediterranean basin and up to the Indian 
and American coasts. The clay deposits, frequent around Biot, have 
offered an abundant and precious raw material. Made of very fine clay 
minerals, of iron oxide (red ochre, brown and yellow colours) and of 
manganese (black), it has the property of being binding, easy to work 
by the coiling technique and to hold the heat. Giving resistant and solid 
products, these jars had also the reputation of not altering the taste of 
the food that was stored inside. Potters specialised in the making of jars 
had only two little spatulas for tools: a flat one named in local dialect 
esteco and other one curved named escaïre. The inside of the jars was 
glazed with a brush made of either children’s or women’s hair fixed to 
a reed. Once given the shape and glazed, the jars were put in a kiln on 
clay supports. The cooking lasted for three days during which the tem-
perature was gradually risen to 880°C.

The Templars in Biot
History of the Order of the Temple
In 1118, the knight Hugues de Payns gathered together companions of 
the order «the Poor Knights of Christ» charged of ensuring the safety of 
pilgrims on the road to Jerusalem. In 1120, the King of Jerusalem, Bau-
dion II, accommodated them in his palace situated on the Esplanade of 
the Temple, (the actual Al Aqsa mosque), ancient temple of Salomon, 
built in 715. Here the knights were renamed «The Knights of the Order 
of the Temple, or Templars».

Description of the historical panel related to the period of the Tem-
plars of Biot
- Effigy of Alphonse 2nd, the Count of Provence, who at the end of 

RETRACING THE HISTORY March 1209 ceded his land of Buzuto (Biot) to the Order of the Temple.
- Copy of the Donation Act «We, Alphonse, Count and Marquis of Pro-
vence, by the grace of God... give and bequeath as a total and perpetual 
donation – for the sake of our soul and that of our parents – to the Lord 
God, Holy Mary, at the House of the Militia of the Temple ... property 
rights over the village and the area of Buzot, as well as the armed men, 
and the other men and women who live there now and forever, with 
their cultivated or uncultivated lands, limits and tenures over land and 
sea, with all the rights of lodging, quest, ride, justice and security deposit, 
credit and interest, taxes and fees ...».
- Representation of the Templar’s seal :
- 1st side : Dome of the Rock (symbolically the site of King Solomon’s 
Temple).
- 2nd side : two riders on a horse (perhaps Hugues de Payens and Godfrey 
de Saint-Omer). There are many different interpretations about this sym-
bolism. Did the two knights represent both the spiritual and temporal 
roles of the order? Sigillum Militum Cristi was the quote engraved in the 
seal (meaning «seal of the Militia of Christ»). Seal of poverty: the indivi-
dual comes after the Order, sharing is omnipresent, the vow of poverty is 
adopted during the creation of the Order. The seal facilitated the task of 
the accusers at the trial against the Order, as the representation of these 
two knights on the same horse caused them to be accused of the crime 
of sodomy.
- Effigy of the King Phillip 4th Le Bel (the Fair) who on Friday October 
13th 1307 ordered the arrest of all the Templars of France. He wished to 
take possession of their wealth, supposed to be huge. In 1312, the pope 
Clement 5th approved the suppression of the Order. The wealth of the 
Temple escaped the King: the Pope attributed their assets to the Hospi-
taliers (or the knights of Malta from 1530). The last grand master (23 
masters since the founding of the order) was Jacques de Moley. He died 
as a recidivist on the stake on March 18th 1314.
- Biot, situated in Provence, didn’t rely on Royal authority. In this respect, it 
is only three and a half months after the arrests in France, that, by order of 
Charles 2nd le Boiteux (the Lame), Count of Provence, the Biot Templars 
were taken and imprisoned at Perthuis. Following these arrests, Pope Cle-
ment 5th assigned the wealth of the Order of the Temple to the knights of 
St. John of Jerusalem, which became the Knights of Malta in 1530.

PLACE DE LA CHAPELLE
The White Penitents’ Chapel (16th century) used to stand on this 

square. It was partially demolished in 1933 to make the Biot-Antibes 
bus stop. Note the little triangular steeple and the stone dated 1612 on 
the façade. The Envol (Takeoff ), statue is by Kees Verkade, Dutch artist 
who worked in Biot.

TURN RIGHT ON TO « RUE DU PORTUGON »
It turns left. At its end, you arrive on the Calade des Migraniers, 

(from the Provençal word Calado, steep-sided street paved with cobb-

lestones ; steep street of the Pomegranates) that you are going to walk 
down.

ON YOUR RIGHT, THE « CUL DE SAC »
Well-named dead end, the end of which is closed by a house ac-

cording to the so-called rampart-house technique that consists in buil-
ding a house in place of an enclosure wall. In front of you, a Biot jar 
from the 18th century.

AT THE CORNER OF THE « CUL DE SAC » STREET 
AND THE CALADE DES MIGRANIERS

A few meters above the ground, on the façade, stands an engraved stone 
with in its centre the Knight Templars’ Cross. On its left, the Greek 
letter tau (t), corresponding to our T letter, also named St. Anthony 
Cross. The unusual location for this stone is probably due to the fact 
that it used to belong to the former St. Anthony Chapel, which no 
longer exists today.

LA PORTE DES MIGRANIERS
You go down the Calade des Migraniers. The house at n. 1 dates 

back to 1566. Downhill, stands the Porte des Migraniers built in 1566. 
Three gates gave access to the village: the so-called Saint Antoine gate, 
now disappeared, the so-called Tines (buckets) gate (1565) and the so-
called Migraniers gate (1566). Biot, perched on its hill, was fortified 
with a belt of ramparts, intended to protect the inhabitants from the 
frequent invasions of armed bands from the sea, or from adjacent re-
gions, which regularly devastated the Eastern Provence. The current 
enclosure was completed in 1566, reinforcing a pre-existing medieval 
structure. Still visible are the round towers of the Migraniers and of 
the Bâchettes, the small square buildings which are spread out between 
the Rondon and the Calade and the crenellated ramparts of the Tines. 
Composed of rubble, sometimes large, these ramparts show the pecu-
liarity of the materials available in the local basement. The frames of 
their doors are composed of beige-grey molasse, a resistant and suitable 
rock for arches.

FOLLOW THE SIGN PORTE DES TINES
Take the rue Regouaro (collapse). Walk on your right through 

the rue Sous Balcon (Under Balcony street) following the sign Porte 
des Tines.

LEÏ CROÛTONS 
At the end of this street, enjoy the rising view of the street Leï 

Croûtons (croto means vault in provençal).

PORTE DES TINES 
Go right under the vault to the Porte des Tines and observe the 

hinges sealed in the pillars, each pierced with a hole to accommodate 
the end of the bar closing the door. One of the features of the village 
is the constant presence of high walls, which underline the different 
levels. These walls are composed of a large range of variegated coloured 
stones, which sum up the diversity of the local sub-soil. Parallelepi-
peds of calcareous molasse, blocks of lava lying a few meters below 
the houses, constitute the bulk of these constructions. In the village 
walls, there are numerous pieces of terra-cotta, particularly shards of 
the pottery jars and reddish blocks from compacted volcanic ash, which 
come from the ancient kilns of the local potters. These remains testify 
the vitality of the pottery industry of Biot. These retaining walls serve 
to hold the earth on the sloped land, allowing to develop flat cultivable 
surfaces, or restanques (terraces). These received intensive cultivation of 
orange trees, vines, olive trees and fig trees.

THE WASHING-PLACE: WATER, A PRECIOUS GOOD
You can still admire the lavoir (washing-place), still used nowa-

days, and the sundial bearing the inscription Sine Soleo Sileo (Without 
Sun I Shut Up). To avoid running out of water, techniques had to be 

motto Lou soulèu luse per toutèi (Sun shines for everyone). From the 
balcony, you are overlooking the Combes (from the Provençal word 
Coumbo: deep, steep-sided valley) and the Vignasses.

Exceptional geology and habitat
The hill in front of you is a natural geological protected site. With 
its tabular summit and steep slopes, it is composed of lava and volca-
nic ash, which were deposited there approximately 25 million years 
ago, in the tertiary era. They are compacted in very hard rock, situated 
beneath the molasse. They serve as a base for the village.  They are 
constituted by conglomerates, which are made up of brown to dark red 
lava blocks (basalt) cemented into a compact grey/green material called 
cinerite. Rich in silica, these rocks allow the development of an original 
ecosystem. Populated by a range of rare local plant and animal life, 
this natural site has become the subject of protection measures for the 
conservation of biodiversity with around fifteen protected plants, such 
as the famous wild orchid Serapia neglecta.
N.°8 rue du Barri (Wall street)
Biot, colours of the earth
As in many villages of the region, the façades here are adorned with 
natural ochre (yellow/orange colour). In Biot, the pigments used are the 
extracts from the subsoil. These pigments are linked to sands deposited 

locally in large basins, about 50 million years ago. These have been ex-
tracted from the Valmasque quarry where thick layers of sand (quartz or 
silica) provide multi colour stones ranging from red, orange, and purple 
(iron and manganese oxide). Southern practices have been inspired by 
liguro-piemontaise traditions for decorative use. It is also intended to 
allow the walls to breathe and avoid humidity. Nowadays, the colour 
range used in Biot is earthy: yellow and red ochre, darker sienna, earth 
shades, and natural or calcined clay.

RUE SOUS BARRI
The molasse or tuff, a providential rock

Arranged like a thick sole beneath the village, this typical local rock 
characterises Biot. This is a coarse molasse containing grains of sand 
and shell debris which is well cemented, called molasse (tuff ). Of co-
loured shades of ochre yellow to grey and beige, this rock appears in 
thin regular layers at the outcrop, to an altitude of 65 meters. It is this 
rock which gave a favourable headland to build the village. Featuring 
many marine mollusk fossils, the layer was deposited during a low wa-
ter level, nearly two million years ago towards the end of the tertiary 
era. The rock possesses many interesting qualities for building. It is easy 
to slice through and has a good stability once notched, which allowed 
caves and tanks to be dug. The extracted stone was very popular for the 
realisation of frames of windows, doors and stairs. Taken in large blocks 
it was used to build the protective walls of the village. This natural cliff, 
nearly 30 meters high on the South and East sides of the village, was an 
insurmountable natural defence. Go back to the circuit at n. 16.

ARCHED BACK ALLEY
Enter the rue des Orfèvres (street of the Goldsmiths) and at the 

end on your left you will have a bird-eye view at the Leï Croûtons alley. 
Walk up the stairs to arrive to the rue de la Poissonerie and go left.

ENGRAVED STONE
In the rue de la Poissonnerie (street of the Fish Shop), on the door 

at n. 10, is an engraved stone with the IHS inscription.

PLACE DE LA CATASTROPHE
Take the rue de la Vieille Boucherie (street of the Old Bucher’s 

Shop) to the Place de la Catastrophe. This is where three houses 
crumbled on people gathered for a First Communion dinner on the 
evening of June 12th 1898. From the Extract of the Petit Journal 
newspaper, late June 1898: «On Sunday June 12th 1898, a dreadful 
catastrophe caused great grief to our village. We were celebrating in 
Biot the Fête-Dieu (Corpus Christi) as well as the First Communion 
and we gathered in our family dwellings to enjoy that blessed day. The 
Pellegrin family, notably, held a happy and crowded meeting in ho-
nour of the 10-year-old Antoinette. All were seated at the table, when 
suddenly, with a terrible noise, their house and the two neighbouring 

ones crumbled all at once. From the ruins, the rescuers recovered 26 
bodies. The only miraculous survivors were a young man of 18 and a 
baby, found safe under his cradle».

REPOPULATING BIOT
Walk back to the rue de la Poissonnerie. To the left, the rue Sé-

voule, the only street still bearing the original name of a family that 
helped repopulating Biot in 1470. Late Medieval Time is a period of 
turmoils for the whole of Provence: the Black Plague in 1348 and the 
Civil War for the Succession of Queen Jeanne in 1382. Biot was des-
troyed in 1387. For almost one century, Biot was nothing but ruins 
inhabited by robbers. In 1470, King René of Provence decided to re-
populate Biot. Around fifty families from the Oneglia Valley (nearby 
Imperia, Italy) were granted with the right to settle in this territory. The 
newcomers were given as well many privileges: free use of the lands, 
possibility of rebuilding the village, sea fishing, wild beast hunting, all 
of this exempted from taxes for 25 years. Biot was quickly rebuilt. Po-
ttery developed, and made the prosperity of the village for centuries. 
The descendants of those families still inhabit Biot today.

PLACE AUX ARCADES

This square used to be at the very centre of the first Castrum of Biot. 
It used to be lined by two originally shaped barrel and rib-vaulted gal-
leries, a style common to many Ligurian and Provençal villages. To the 
North, the façade includes six arches. Some arches, improved many 
times later on, probably date back to the 13th and 14th centuries. The 
ground of the gallery is paved with cobblestones and its ceiling shows 
the first floor beams. To the South, the façade includes nine arches plus 
two at each end, some dating back to the first Castrum. The finest 
doors date back to the 16th century. The Place aux Arcades was the seat 
of the Knights Templars whose Commander house was located at the 
entrance of the courtyard of the church. The commandery of Biot was 
one of the most important of Eastern Provence. Thanks to the legacies, 
the Templars created the territorial unit of Biot.

THE CHURCH OF BIOT SAINTE MARIE-MADELEINE
The Church of Biot was rebuilt in the 15th century, at the same 

time as the village, on the ruins of a former Romanesque church dating 
back to 12th century, itself probably erected on a Roman sanctuary. The 
building was completed in 1535 only, opening date of the second gate 
that became the main entrance to the church. The name of the archi-
tect, Tadeus Niger, is engraved on a stone above the side gate. The main 
gate is surmounted by a statue of Mary-Magdalene made of terra-cot-
ta (1638). The church of Biot is one of the only churches in France 
with its nave downstairs from the entrance gate. Downstairs to the left, 
there is a magnificent altarpiece «The Virgin of the Rosary», dating 
back to the 15th century and attributed to Louis Brea (1450-1523), 
chief painter of the so-called Niçois Primitives School. All around the 
Gothic golden wooden frame, Saints are represented (St-Jean-Baptiste, 
St-Étienne, St-Pierre, St-Paul, St-Julien, patron saint of the village, and 
Ste. Marie-Magdalene, to whom the church was consecrated). Beauti-
ful gilt wood carvings frame the altars of St. Mary Magdalene and Our 
Lady of the Seven Sorrows. A Roman inscription fragment is embedded 
in the wall to the left of the altar. It is thanks to a Roman stele found in 
1932, exhibited at the Museum of History and Ceramics of Biot, that 
we hypothesise the origin of the name of Biot may come from the name 
of a Celtic deity, the God Arbugio. Painted elements probably dating 
from the 15th and 16th centuries were discovered and enhanced during 
the recent restoration of the church.

PLACE DE L’ÉGLISE
Cobbled streets, primitive mosaics

In front of the church and for a large part of the Place aux Arcades, is 
where the technique of cobbling streets was implemented. It is said that 
this primitive style of using pebbles is a form which originally comes 
from Italy. Taken from the nearby beach, pebbles were carefully selected 
in order of size and to create the desired colour effect, from grey to red, 
going through all the shades in between. On the church square, the 

paving is made of polychrome pebbles drawing two Maltese crosses, 
dating from 1685, with a rosette and a lily. The Maltese Cross, which 
is in the Biot coat of arms, is linked to the Hospitalier Order of Saint 
John of Jerusalem. The Hospitaliers of Saint John of Jerusalem, who in 
1530 became the Knights of Malta, are Biot co-lords and shared their 
rights with the Bishop of Grasse until the Revolution.

You now return to the Place aux Arcades then onto the rue San Sébas-
tien, near the Place de Gaulle where the workshop of the artist Fernand 
Léger stood.

ORIGIN OF NAMES AND PLACES IN BIOT*
During the repopulation of Biot in 1470, the streets surrounding 
the Church bore the names of founding families: Beris street (Bel or 
Fine), Sevoulles street, Ardissons street.
In the 16th and 17th century, names were inspired by the topogra-
phy : Place du Chateau (Castle Square), rue Mitan (Middle street), 
rue Souto Barri (street Under the Ramparts),…
Then, in the 18th century, the traders working on the streets 
imposed their names: rue des Orfèvres (Goldsmith street), rue de 
la Poissonnerie (street of the Fish Shop), rue de la Vieille Boucherie 
(street of the Old Butcher’s Shop).
- Les Aspres : hard rocks.
- Airette (rue de l’Airette) : from the Provençal eireto meaning small 
area.
- Barri and Sous-Barri : in provençal «barrier» means «wall». So 
they are the rampart street and the street under the rampart. This re-
lates to a first enclosure after 1506, date of the reconstruction of the 
church. A few houses were rebuilt after the repopulation in 1470.
- Calade : from the provençal calado, which has two meanings 
«down» as in Calade des Migraniers or as expressions in Provence: 
«Eh Manu! Tu cales!» (Hey Manu! You go down?) and that of «street 
paved with cobbles wedged into the ground».
- Les Combes : provençal cumbo, a deep and encased valley.
- Migraniers : provençal for pomegranate.
- Jas : provençal meaning sheep.
- Leï Croûtons : from the provencal Croto for arch, arched alley.
- Portugon : Provençal for «port» = «door». Probably related to the 
placing of the third gate of the ramparts, the Porte St.-Antoine that 
has now disappeared.
- Rondon : a round walkway.
- Regouaro : from the Provençal Regoula meaning roll, slide, 
downfall.
- Soulières : in Provençal suviera means «cork». The oak cork-oak 
was a tree abundant in the woods of Soulières.
- Tines : in Provençal, it means barrels or vats.
- Vignasses : large expanse of vineyards.

*Definitions from the Biot Monograph according to J.A. Durbec, available at the 
Museum of History and Ceramics of Biot, and the writings of Marius Auzias.


